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even with the perilous journey ahead, ash has no better friend then the new girl who is very different
from the girl he remembers. completely devoted to defending the truth and fighting evil, she can
handle himself as well as any pokmon, and they have wonderful chemistry in battle. the pair team
up to get the jewel of life, and go to the defense of the time gate, their newest super-powered ally.
however, they are soon faced with an enemy they couldnt have imagined, a new kind of evil arceus
that is far more menacing, powerful, and powerful beyond anything the world has seen. ash and his

friends must do the unthinkable: it's time to destroy the past. or is it? the player character (your
avatar) receives a life-changing opportunity, and he takes it. arceus, a legendary pokemon from

another world, has surfaced in the world of sinnoh, and it brought along with it the "jewel of life" -- a
z-crystal. the z-crystal uses the energy from a plate--a relic from arceus's home world that can be
used to power devices and also, in this case, augment the powers of the most powerful pokemon

ever known. the last of the four legendary "plate pokemon", arceus has made its way to the shores
of the hisui, and now its energy is being absorbed into the meteor fragments found on the beach.
arceus decides to stay in hisui, and its research and exploration team will relocate to the town of

morowind, where a local scientist named michina has discovered and saved a "reverse world" copy
of the jewel of life. your mission is to stop arceus from destroying the planet while simultaneously

rescuing michina's two children (whose mother, a local wild girl named monica, is the real savior of
the planet).
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